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Abstract. A summary is presented of recent alpha-particle experiments on the tokamak fusion
test reactor. Alpha particles are generally well confined in MHD-quiescent discharges, and alpha
heating of electrons has been observed. The theoretically predicted toroidicity-induced Alfvén
eigenmode has been seen in discharges of6 1 MW of alpha power, but only in plasmas with
weak magnetic shear.

1. Classical alpha confinement and thermalization

Alpha-particle heating is the basis for ignition in DT tokamaks, so it is important to
understand the confinement and stability of energetic alphas before building a power plant
based on this reaction. Efficient alpha-particle heating requires that almost all the 3.5 MeV
alpha-particle power (i.e. 20% of the total fusion power) should be transferred to the thermal
plasma before it is lost to the vessel wall. Therefore, the alpha-particle confinement time
needs to be longer than the collisional alpha thermalization time, which itself is very much
longer than the alpha transit time. For example, the alpha transit time in the tokamak fusion
test reactor (TFTR) isτtrans = 2πR/vα ≈ 10−6 s, while the alpha thermalization time is
τtherm≈ 0.3 s, withR = 2.5 m, Ip = 2.5 MA, Te(0) = 10 keV andne(0) = 1014 cm−3.
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Since the canonical angular momentum of a collisionless alpha particle is an adiabatic
invariant in a toroidally symmetric tokamak, alphas which are confined on their first orbit
should remain well confined, at least in the absence of non-axisymmetries. The fraction
of alphas lost to the wall on their first orbit depends mainly upon the plasma current,
which determines the confining poloidal magnetic flux and the size of the trapped ‘banana’
alpha orbits. Only6 5% of alphas are lost on their first orbit for plasma currents above
Ip > 2.5 MA (i.e. at TFTR current).

In the presence of Coulomb collisions, a constant alpha source relaxes to a steady-state
‘slowing-down’ distribution,fα ∝ 1/v3

α between the birth energy of 3.5 MeV and the critical
energy of approximately 0.3 MeV, below which ion drag dominates electron drag. However,
these collisions cause little high-energy alpha transport, since the alpha thermalization time
is long and the rate of pitch-angle scattering into different types of orbits is small compared
with the thermalization rate. For example, on TFTR, the alpha pitch-angle scattering time
τscatt≈ 5–10 s� τtherm.

The experiments on alpha confinement in TFTR have tested this classical collisional
model and are beginning to identify some non-axisymmetries responsible for deviations
from this classical behaviour. Alpha-particle confinement TFTR has been measured using
several unique alpha-particle diagnostics developed at PPPL over the past 10 years.

Figure 1. Alpha-particle loss from TFTR as measured by a scintillation detector located at the
vessel bottom in the ion grad-B drift direction. The alpha loss is normalized by the global DT
neutron emission and decreases with increasing plasma current, as expected from the classical
first-orbit loss model. The bar atI = 2.5 MA represents a calculation showing the expected
signal level, assuming a diffusion rate of counter-passing alphas of Dα ≈ 0.1 m2 s−1, which
implies that the alpha diffusion rate is very low.

Alpha-particle loss to the vessel wall has been measured with a set of imaging scintillator
detectors similar to pinhole cameras. The behaviour of alpha loss in TFTR as a function of
plasma current is shown in figure 1 for the detector at the vessel bottom. The alpha loss
rate (normalized by the neutron source rate) decreases with increasing plasma current, as
expected from the classical first-orbit loss model, and the lost alpha pitch angle, energy, and
time dependences are also consistent with this model [1]. This result sets a very low upper
limit of D 6 0.1 m2 s−1 for the radial diffusion rate of confined counter-passing alphas near
the plasma centre, which is similar to diffusion coefficients measured for other fast ions in
MHD-quiescent tokamaks [2].
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The confined alphas inside the TFTR plasma have been directly measured using two
different charge-exchange techniques. The first, pellet charge exchange (PCX), uses the
ablation cloud of an injected lithium or boron pellet to doubly charge exchange the alphas,
which are then detected outside the vessel with an energy analyser. The second, Alpha-
CHERS, uses the neutral beam atoms to singly charge exchange the alphas, which are then
detected as He+ ions using optical emission spectroscopy. Owing to geometrical diagnostic
constraints, PCX measures only trapped alphas with pitch angles nearly perpendicular to
the toroidal field, while Alpha-CHERS measures both passing and trapped alphas.

Figure 2. Energy spectra of confined alphas near the centre of TFTR as measured by the
PCX diagnostic just after two different NBI heating pulses which are long (open circles) and
short (closed squares) with respect to the alpha thermalization time (≈ 0.4 s). The data from both
agree with model calculations assuming classical alpha-particle confinement and thermalization
(solid and dashed lines). The alphas near their birth energy of 3.5 MeV can be seen in the
short-pulse case.

Figure 2 shows the results of an experiment designed to test the basic physics of
alpha-particle thermalization using the PCX diagnostic [3]. One of these two discharges
had a long (1.0 s) DT neutral beam heating (NBI) pulse and corresponding long alpha
source duration compared with the alpha thermalization time, while the other had only
a very short NBI pulse. The energy spectrum for both cases was measured near the
plasma centre immediately after the NBI was turned off. The measured spectrum for
the long-duration pulse was consistent with the classical collisional slowing-down model,
as calculated by a time-dependent axisymmetric alpha-particle orbit code, FFPT (Fokker–
Planck post TRANSP processor) [4]. The spectrum for the short-pulse case was a non-
thermalized alpha distribution near the birth energy at 3.5 MeV, also as expected from the
classical collisional model.

Measurements of the alpha-energy spectrum and radial profile were made near the
plasma centre using the Alpha-CHERS diagnostic. The inferred central alpha density agreed
with the classical collisional model to within±30% [4] and an analysis of the radial profile
of the alpha density gave a very low alpha diffusion coefficient ofD < 0.1 m2 s−1 [5],
similar to the inference from the alpha loss data of figure 1.
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2. Alpha transport due to non-axisymmetric perturbations

Large-scale non-axisymmetric perturbations occur in tokamaks as a result of the static
toroidal field (TF) ripple and the fluctuating plasma-driven MHD activity. Stochastic ripple
diffusion (SRD) is predicted when the trapped alpha banana tips fall where the TF ripple
strength is above aboutδs ≈ 0.1%, which roughly corresponds tor/a > 0.5 in TFTR.
Monte Carlo calculations predict the alpha-ripple loss fraction to be≈ 10% for standard
TFTR plasmas withR = 2.5 m, Ip = 2.5 MA [6], i.e. larger than the calculated first-orbit
loss fraction of≈ 3%. Collisional effects can also contribute significantly to this alpha loss
mechanism [6, 7].

The stochastic diffusion threshold due to low-n coherent MHD instabilities is much
higher than that for the high-n TF ripple [8] so that MHD modes do not normally cause alpha
transport in TFTR. However, transient magnetic reconnection events such as a sawtooth
crash or a plasma disruption do cause alpha redistribution and loss.

The radial profile of confined trapped alphas along the outer midplane has been measured
using the PCX technique described in section 1. The outer edge of the confined alpha
population was located near the predicted SRD boundary and variations in its location were
consistent with the SRD model [9]. Trapped alphas undergoing SRD are calculated to be
lost just below the outer midplane and alpha loss has been measured there at the expected
pitch angle for SRD [10]. Both these results are consistent with the standard SRD model,
but the absolute magnitude of the TF ripple loss has not yet been measured on TFTR.

Several types of coherent MHD activity cause alpha loss on TFTR. For example, kinetic
ballooning modes (KBM) withf ≈ 100 kHz andn ≈ 6 at r/a ≈ 0.3 have caused an alpha
loss comparable to the first-orbit alpha loss rate [11]. This KBM-induced alpha loss occurred
at a pitch angle near the passing–trapped boundary, as though marginally passing alphas
were pushed across the passing–trapped boundary and out to the wall on large trapped-
particle orbits. Low-frequency tearing and fishbone modes also cause alpha loss, but the
level of such MHD-induced loss is usually less than the normal first-orbit loss (i.e. a few

Figure 3. Radial profiles of confined alphas measured in the energy range 0.15–0.6 MeV using
the Alpha-CHERS diagnostic. The profile just before the sawtooth crash is very peaked, as
expected from the peaked TFTR alpha source. The sawtooth crash significantly redistributes
the confined alphas from inside to outside theq = 1 sawtooth inversion radius. The measured
redistribution is consistent with a sawtooth mixing model.
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% globally), except during the large MHD activity during plasma disruptions [1].
Measurements of the confined alpha distribution before and after a sawtooth crash were

made using both confined alpha diagnostics. Results for the Alpha-CHERS measurement
are shown in figure 3. The alpha density on axis was reduced by a factor of five after
the crash [12], while it increased outside theq = 1 surface, consistent with a magnetic
reconnection model [12] in which the total alpha population was the same before and after
the crash. The PCX diagnostic saw a larger increase in the trapped alpha density outside the
q = 1 surface after a sawtooth [13], consistent with a simulation which takes into account
the energy change of trapped alphas due to the perturbed electric field during the sawtooth
crash [4]. The alpha loss detectors see only a small≈ 100 µs burst of alpha loss at the
passing–trapped boundary during a sawtooth crash.

3. Alpha-particle heating and ash build-up

The global alpha heating effect in TFTR is small because the ratio of alpha heating power
to NBI power is typically≈ 1 MW/30 MW. However, the local alpha heating fraction near
the plasma centre is significantly larger and was measured by carefully comparing electron
temperature profiles for a matched series of reproducible DT, TT, and DD discharges [14].
A systematic≈ 0.6 keV (≈ 6%) increase in the central electron temperature was observed
in DT compared with similar DD and TT discharges. The expected alpha heating was
modelled assuming classical alpha-particle confinement and thermalization, and the results
were consistent with the time evolution of the magnitude and radial profile of this measured
electron heating, after correcting for the improved plasma confinement with tritium.

The thermal He ash source from the alpha thermalization in TFTR is typically only
≈ 1% of the plasma ion density per second. This small ash content was measured
using absolutely calibrated spectroscopy in a reproducible set of matched DT and DD
discharges [15]. The measured profile of thermal He ash was found to be nearly flat at the
end of a≈ 1.5 s long, 1 MW alpha heating pulse, with a total He content approximately
a factor of two lower than the integrated alpha source. This measurement was successfully
modelled using classical fast alpha confinement and thermalization, supplemented by the
usual anomalous diffusion and wall recycling coefficients for thermal He. The He ash profile
was flat since the thermal He confinement time was shorter than the pulse length, so most
of the He ash content was recycled from the wall, i.e. the ash did not accumulate in the
plasma core.

4. Interaction of alpha particles with RF waves

Experiments have been started on TFTR to control the confinement and thermalization
of alpha particles externally using applied RF waves. The simplest RF–alpha interaction
occurs when an alpha particle resonates with an ICRF fast wave. This process increases
the perpendicular energy of the resonant alphas and can push marginally counter-passing
alphas across the passing–trapped boundary. This effect is illustrated in figure 4, which
shows the ICRF-induced alpha-particle loss to the bottom of TFTR as a function of the
toroidal fieldBT, which determines the location of the ICRH resonant layer [16]. The alpha
loss occurred over a range ofBT consistent with the expected Doppler shifted resonance
conditionωRF = �cα + k‖vα. Some heating of the lost alpha particles was seen within this
resonance region.

One goal of these experiments is to learn how to couple alpha heating directly into the
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Figure 4. ICRH-induced alpha-particle loss to the bottom scintillator detector as a function of
the toroidal fieldBT. The alpha loss peaks when the Doppler shifted alpha-particle cyclotron-
resonance layer intersects marginally counter-passing alphas, increasing their perpendicular
energy and causing them to be lost across the passing–trapped boundary to the vessel bottom.
This alpha loss also peaks at the pitch angle corresponding to the passing–trapped boundary, as
expected from this model.

DT fuel ions, i.e. to perform ‘alpha channelling’ [17]. The first step in this process is
to demonstrate RF-induced alpha-particlecooling, which has been predicted for a specific
phasing between alphas and high-kθ ion Bernstein waves (IBWs) [18]. Although the basic
wave–particle interaction heats and cools randomly, a net cooling can occur when the cooled
alphas move outwards to a sink at the wall. Preliminary experiments have been performed
on TFTR using 1–2 MW of IBWs created by mode conversion of ICRH fast waves. A clear
IBW-induced increase in the beam ion loss and beam ion heating to≈ 2 MeV have been
observed [15], but the required conditions for alpha cooling have not yet been obtained.

5. Alpha-particle instabilities

A search for the alpha-driven toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE) was made in high fusion
power DT discharges [19], and also in special DT TAE experiments at lower power
[20–22]. However, until recently, there was no clear sign of an alpha-driven TAE mode
or beta-induced Alfv́en eigenmode (BAE) [23] was seen in NBI heated plasmas with up to
6 2 MW of alpha heating power, corresponding toβα(0) 6 0.3%.

Theoretical analysis of the TAE stability for these cases suggested that the instability
threshold could be lowered by raisingq(0) [24], or by reducing beam ion Landau
damping [25]. Subsequent analysis predicted that the threshold for core-localized TAEs
could be further lowered by weakening the magnetic shear at highq(0) [26]. This motivated
an experiment to look for TAEs after the turn-off of NBI in a DT discharge with highq(0)
and weak magnetic shear.

Alpha-driven TAEs were seen clearly for the first time in that experiment, as illustrated
in figure 5 [27]. The external magnetic loops detected a magnetic fluctuation which matched
the expected TAE frequency in DT plasmas, with no similar mode in DD plasmas at equal
beam power and similar plasma parameters. This new mode was observed only after the
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Figure 5. Alpha-driven TAE mode in TFTR occurring≈ 0.1 s after neutral beam injection in a
DT discharge with weak central magnetic shear. The frequency is consistent with the density-
dependent TAE frequency, and mode timing is roughly consistent with the theoretical prediction
based on the beam ion Landau damping model. The amplitude of the mode is very small,
so it caused no observable alpha-particle loss. No such mode occurred in otherwise similar
DD discharges.

beam ions had thermalized and before the alphas had thermalized, as predicted by the theory
of beam ion damping. The radial location has been determined by reflectometry to be near
the maximum alpha pressure gradient atr/a ≈ 0.3, as expected.

The amplitude of this alpha-driven TAE mode is smaller than the previously observed
NBI-driven TAE modes in TFTR (at very low field). However, the alpha-driven TAE occurs
at a much lower fast ion pressure ofβα(0) ≈ 0.1%, corresponding to6 1 MW peak alpha
power. The alpha pressure threshold for this TAE mode is at least a factor of three below
that obtained in the highest-powered DT discharges which had no signs of TAE modes
after NBI. Clearly, the threshold is sensitive to factors other than just the alpha pressure,
such as the beam ion damping and theq(r) profile. No alpha loss due to this small TAE
has yet been observed.

The only other alpha-driven instability seen in TFTR is a very weak emission in the ion-
cyclotron emission (ICE) range of frequencies, which has been attributed to alpha-particle
instabilities driven by the anisotropic alpha-particle distribution at the plasma edge [28, 29].
Qualitatively similar ICE is also observed in DD discharges at much lower fusion product
level, apparently driven by the small 3 MeV proton density. There has been no alpha loss
or any other plasma effect on the plasma due to this instability.

6. Discussion

These experiments on TFTR have provided a first look at the behaviour of DT alpha particles
in a tokamak plasma. The confinement and thermalization of alphas appears to be classical
near the centre of MHD-quiescent TFTR discharges, and the influence of non-axisymmetric
perturbations such as MHD and TF ripple loss seem to be relatively small.

It is interesting that high-energy alpha particles in TFTR can have a diffusion coefficient
up to 10 times smaller than the thermal ions. This has been explained by the ‘orbit
averaging’ of small-scale plasma turbulence by the large orbits of the fast alphas [30, 31],
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sincek⊥ρα ≈ 3, wherek⊥ is the perpendicular wavenumber of the turbulence andρα ≈ 5 cm
is the alpha gyroradius at 3.5 MeV. However, this same transport reduction process may
not occur in larger tokamaks if the turbulence size scale increases with the machine size.

The alpha heating and He alpha ash content in TFTR are consistent with classical fast
alpha confinement and thermalization, but these measurements are difficult and uncertain
by about±50% and±30%, respectively. Since only a relatively small part of the alpha
distribution function has been directly measured, the alpha confinement has not yet been
fully accounted for. For example, the effect of coherent MHD activity on confined alphas
has not yet been measured, the 2D pattern of alpha loss to the wall is not well known, and
the origin of a newly discovered low-energy alpha loss at the bottom of TFTR [32] is not
understood.

A clear alpha interaction with ICRF fast waves has been observed, and the physics of
this interaction has been identified. Direct external control over alpha thermalization and
transport is possible using such RF interactions, but has not yet been realized in TFTR.

Most of the MHD- and RF-induced alpha-particle loss measured in TFTR occurs at the
passing–trapped boundary, at which point alphas near the core of TFTR can be lost to the
wall in a single large step due to a relatively small perturbation in the passing particle orbit.
This first-orbit loss region will be smaller in a reactor-sized tokamak, but the analogous
ripple-loss region could be similarly sensitive to wave-induced internal diffusion of alphas.

So far alpha-particle-driven instabilities have not caused a serious problem with alpha-
particle confinement in TFTR, although a small alpha-driven TAE mode has been observed
at a very lowβα ≈ 0.1%. It is not yet clear what the eventual effect of an alpha-driven TAE
will be on a burning tokamak plasma with a much higher alpha pressure, so experiments
will continue to test the physics of the instability drive, damping, and the consequent alpha
transport effects.
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